Objective: To explore semantic search to improve management and user navigation in clinical archetype repositories.
Introduction
Nowadays, one of the main challenges of eHealth is to achieve semantic interoperability, that is, the ability of health systems to understand and exchange health-related information and knowledge between them [1] . Semantic interoperability of electronic health record (EHR) data is necessary to provide health professionals access to the complete EHR of patients independently from the healthcare center that produced clinical data [1] .
Biomedical terminologies and ontologies have been proposed as standard to code patient data and thus avoid misinterpretations and ambiguities in the 2 data. One of the most important examples is SNOMED CT [2] , which is intended to encode all aspects of EHRs. Biomedical ontologies are also utilized to enable semantic interoperability [3] as well as to improve the search query processing in health domain [4, 5] . The increasing size and complexity of ontologies have resulted in the establishment of an independent area of research known as ontology modularization. It aims to extract self-contained portions of ontologies that are relevant to particular needs, providing computability (e.g. scalability for querying data and reasoning) as well as usability (e.g. understandability and annotation of data) [6, 7] . The portions of ontologies are often referred to as sub-ontologies, ontology modules or segments. Although these segments are sub-sets of a base ontology, they are also valid ontologies in their own right [8, 9] .
Specifically, the segmentation of SNOMED CT is not new. Firstly, multiple attributes and their values can be grouped together into the so-called Relationship groups to avoid ambiguities in concept definitions. These Relationship groups within SNOMED CT have already been well explored [10] .
Secondly, ontology modularization techniques have already been applied to SNOMED CT in order to annotate discharge summaries [11] , demonstrating that this field provides valued procedures in situations in which there is no prior corpus of information for annotation.
Additionally, the OpenEHR [12] and ISO/EN 1360 [13, 14] EHR architecture standards deliver a structure for the communication of EHR data, with the aim of achieving semantic interoperability. They propose a twolevel modeling paradigm to represent EHR contents: the reference model (RM) and the archetype model (AM). The first one enables a general agree-ment on the basic structural elements of an EHR. Making use of building blocks in the RM, clinical archetypes define agreed and formal descriptions of the clinical data structures to be used in interoperable EHRs, such as discharge report or glucose measurement. Due to archetypes constitute a tool for gathering professional consensus on how clinical data should be represented in a consistent way, they are considered basic to supply fully interoperable EHR. Hence, important organizations such as National E-Health Transition Authority (NEHTA) [15] , National Health Service (NHS) [16] or Centre for eHealth in Sweden [17] have been developing clinical models using OpenEHR/ISO 13606 archetypes for the last years.
Furthermore, some researches are already providing solutions to integrate the OpenEHR approach into the existing health care IT architectures [18] .
One of the main obstacles to successfully deploy the dual approach is the use of own models to represent clinical content in the current implemented EHR systems. A pilot study analyzed the conversion of proprietary formats to openEHR archetypes and vice versa [19] , concluding the need of preserving the existing clinical models captured in different proprietary EHR model formats, but using a more expressive model based on international standards.
An alternative preserving the proprietary formats is to extract contents from the deployed EHR systems, and then transforming them to the data model prescribed by clinical archetypes [20, 21, 22] . In this way, semantic interoperability is achieved through the exchange of archetyped EHR extracts.
A similar option involves to automatically producing data input forms from dual archetypes in order to collect patient data, and then generate archetypeconformant EHR portions, which can be stored and distributed [23] .
Irrespective of how the data contents are conformed to archetype models, in order to get full interoperability, it is essential to reuse standardized archetypes [20] . For this purpose, several on-line clinical archetype repositories have emerged [24, 25, 26 ] since the dual model was proposed. Diverse groups of experts, independently working on modeling clinical archetypes, have been spreading their results and enriching these repositories. After publication, other research groups have modeled electronic patient records and databases using the openEHR approach and reusing the archetypes defined into the repositories [27, 28] . During the modeling process, they identified that the task of searching appropriate candidate archetypes covering the clinical items to be modeled was laborious and time-consuming. At the moment, the only procedures were: 1) using a search system based on keyword matching, such as the OpenEHR repository [24], or 2) manually scrutinizing through the archetypes files or names. With this way of proceeding, the percentage of faulty searches proved to be significant. This issue had a negative impact on the reusing of standardized archetypes, leading to the development of new overlapping and incompatible archetypes. A solution pointed out by some researchers [27, 28] is to develop more advanced search systems in the archetype repositories.
In this paper, we explore semantic search with the aim of improving management and user navigation in clinical archetype repositories. Semantic search systems enable to solve the problem of vocabulary mismatch and implement inference mechanisms to determine relevant archetypes [4] . In this way, for example, user searches for the items respiratory frequency, respiratory sounds or apneustic breathing would return the clinical archetype respiration, as it covers a synonym concept (rate of respiration) for the first term, hyponyms/hypernyms (snoring) for the second term, and it has attribute relationships (rhythm of respiration) with the third term; whereas the same searches using a keyword-based approach would be unsuccessful.
Our approach for archetype management takes advantage of the lexical and semantic medical knowledge provided by SNOMED CT. Specifically, the method automatically transforms clinical archetypes into SNOMED CT modules representing the semantic content of each archetype. Two services based on SNOMED CT segments were implemented to support better management and user navigation in archetype repositories. The first one identifies semantic relations and potential overlappings among the predefined archetypes by means of analyzing and comparing the segments associated to the archetypes. The second one provides a prototype for performing semantic search of clinical concepts across archetypes.
Materials

Clinical Archetypes
Clinical archetypes aim to record clinical statements by specifying a set of domain-level concepts in the form of nested hierarchies of data fragments.
For example, a clinical statement on faeces can require recording clinical elements as colour, consistency, amount, etc. In some situations more than one archetype may be necessary to report a complete statement [29] . For instance, a diabetes record may comprise data fragments from a blood pressure archetype, a blood sugar archetype, as well as a drug medication archetype.
The Archetype Definition Language (ADL) is the formal language to express 6 standard archetypes for any reference model. Fig. 1 
SNOMED CT
The SNOMED CT terminology covers a wide range of biomedical domains which makes it appropriate for integration with EHR information models. As SNOMED CT contains one-way relationships, the graphical representation of SNOMED ontology can be seen as an extensive directed graph [7] , with nodes, which represent concepts, and directed edges, which represent one-way relationships. 
Methods
This section covers the key technical aspects of the automated extraction of SNOMED CT segments associated to archetypes. The core of our method is a segmentation algorithm proposed by [7] , which is based on graph traversal. It employs link-traversal heuristics to collect concepts related to an input set of seeds. Additionally, our method embeds a mapping technique proposed by [34] in the segmentation algorithm with two improvement goals: 1) automatically generating the initial set of seeds required by the segmentation algorithm, and 2) enhancing the quality of the extracted segments. The main steps involved in the extraction of a minimal segment are:
(1) preprocessing of the archetype into a hierarchy of terms, (2) generation of seed SNOMED CT concepts, (3) SNOMED CT segmentation, (4) generation of mappings between the archetype and the segment, (5) filtering, disambiguation and (6) rebuilding the resulting segments.
Preprocessing
In order to simplify the structure of the ADL file, a parser is used to generate a hierarchy of terms from the file. Only terms from body section with clinical meaning are extracted. The archetype hierarchy faeces ( Fig. 1) is shown on the left of the Fig. 3 . 
Generation of seed SNOMED CT concepts
The method applies a combination of lexical techniques and linguistic resources, such as full match, UMLS-based matching [35] , MetaMap [36] and Lucene [37] , to discover equivalences between archetype terms and SNOMED CT concept descriptions. The mapped concepts will be used as seeds for the segmentation process. A more detailed description of the matching methods can be found in our previous work [34] . Fig. 3 shows an example of application of these methods to the archetype faeces. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , terms of the archetype hierarchy are combined in order to generate more specific terms and to reduce mapping ambiguity. For example, the root term Faeces is combined with the term Soft, and so it can be mapped to the SNOMED CT concept soft faeces.
SNOMED CT segmentation
The goal of this step is to extract a Snomed CT module related to each clinical archetype. Our method is applied in a two-steps schema for each seed generated in the previous stage:
1. Downwards traversal of the hierarchy: The algorithm traverses the SNOMED CT hierarchy downwards all the way to the leaf concepts. In order to limit the size of the extracted segments, two restrictions are applied. In the first place, the recursion depth to traverse attribute relationships is limited to 1 in order to extract only the most relevant segment. For example, in Fig. 4 we can see the traversal through attribute relationships from the concept consistency of stool. The method traverses and extracts, among others, the concepts: soft stool, dry stool and feces consistency: normal. However, the concept evaluation of stool specimen is not included into the candidate segment as two attribute relationships are required to reach it. In the second place, when a concept is associated to a large amount of attribute relationships, all of these lead to too generic concepts, which are irrelevant to the archetype. Hence, whenever the concept is associated to a number of attributes higher than a prespecified threshold, all the attribute relationships and the concepts led by them are discarded. In the implementation of the search service, the selected threshold was 50, determined heuristically by examining the validity of a subset of searches. Our experiments showed that by using this threshold, over 90% of discarded concepts are irrelevant to the archetype.
Generation of mappings between archetypes and segments
The extracted segments are a good source for discovering new mappings that the lexical techniques are not able to detect in the first steps. Two mapping techniques based on the extracted segments are applied. The first one (called partial match [34] ) searches for partial or approximate string matches between archetype terms and descriptions of the concepts belonging to the segment. In Fig. 5 , we can see how four new mappings (highlighted in red)
are identified in the candidate segment of the archetype faeces. The second one is a structure-based technique [38] that compares the tree structure of archetype terms with the relationships structure of the segments. In 
Filtering and disambiguation
First, the unmapped concepts of the candidate segment are filtered as they are considered semantically less close to the archetype. there is more than one concept mapped to one archetype term, the method disambiguates using two criteria: greater amount of mappings in the neighborhood and higher specificity of the concepts. So, those bindings including SNOMED CT concepts that are semantically consistent with the nested archetype terms are favored. For example, the archetype term Consistency is mapped to two concepts: consistency (see Fig. 3 ) and consistency of stool (see Fig. 5 ). The latter one is selected as some neighborhood concepts were also mapped, whereas the first one is isolated in the segment. Moreover, the concepts belonging to some SNOMED hierarchies, such as attribute value or qualifier value, are often too general, therefore the concepts belonging to other hierarchies are favored. These concepts are marked in blue in Fig. 6 . 
Rebuilding minimal segments
A rebuilding process is applied to guarantee that the minimal segment is a valid ontology in its own right. According to [39] we consider that a valid SNOMED CT segment is a not null subset of the SNOMED CT ontology and it does not contain isolated concepts (i.e. concepts that are not related to any other concept). The following two steps are executed for each concept of the segment:
1. Upwards traversal of the hierarchy: The SNOMED CT hierarchy is traversed upwards all the way to the root SNOMED CT concept and all concepts are added to the minimal segments.
2. Traversal through attribute relationships: Attribute relationships between the concepts belonging to the segment are checked and added. 
Extraction process of enriched segments
The extraction process of enriched segments is the same as the minimal segments, except in two aspects:
1. The unmapped concepts of the candidate segment are not filtered (section 3.5).
2. Before the rebuilding process, the enriched segments are expanded with the neighboring concepts of each mapped concept. Neighborhood includes: the sibling concepts of mapped concept, its parent concepts, the sibling concepts of the parent, plus two levels of descendants in the sub-trees of the previous sibling concepts.
Therefore, enriched segments represent the semantic content of the archetype, and additionally, they contain other portions of SNOMED CT ontology closely related to the archetype. The minimal and enriched segments can be found in the supplementary material.
Dataset and evaluation procedure
Our dataset involved 25 archetypes of the NHS Connecting for Health project [25] , all of them describing OBSERVATIONs. These 25 archetypes are available in the supplementary material. We choose this type of archetypes as we found that they were the most mature and developed of the repositories. These archetypes record information about the situation or condition of patients, such as the measurement of blood pressure, heart rate, visual acuity.
Evaluating the quality or optimality of ontology segments is extremely difficult [40, 41] . DAquin et al. [41] concluded that "there is no universal way to modularize an ontology" and that "the choice of a particular technique or approach should be guided by the requirements of the application relying on modularization". Moreover, no gold standard is usually available to evaluate the quality of the extracted segments. As a solution, we created a set of target segments to evaluate the minimal segments. For easier reading, we will call it gold standard segments, although they were currently created by our group. Although this type of evaluation is not ideal, it attempts to approximately measure the optimality of the minimal segments to represent the semantic content of the archetypes. In order to create the gold standard segments, we took advantage of a previous work [34] , in which the terms of the 25 archetypes selected in the present work were manually mapped to their equivalent SNOMED CT concepts by the authors (RL,MJS), who are medical domain professionals with some experience with SNOMED CT.
These SNOMED CT concepts were taken as seed concepts and the two steps of the rebuilding process (section 3.6) were applied in order to extract the gold standard minimal segments associated to the corresponding archetypes.
The 25 archetypes with bindings to SNOMED concepts and the gold standard minimal segments are available in the supplementary material.
The evaluation procedure of the minimal segments involved the automated comparison of each concept and relationship of the minimal segments generated by our method to the corresponding ones into the gold standard minimal segments. So, in this context, we define precision as the fraction between the number of correct concepts (relationships) and the total number of concepts (relationships) proposed by our method; and recall as the fraction between the number of correct concepts (relationships) proposed by our method, and the total number of relevant concepts (relationships) (i.e., the concepts of the gold standard minimum segment).
On the other hand, the evaluation of the enriched segments allow us to know how much extension should be incorporated to the minimal segments to give semantic search feasibility without sacrificing too much of precision.
Hence, we consider that the evaluation of semantic search-based prototype is itself a good indicator of the quality of the corresponding enriched segments. With respect to enriched segments, the number of concepts and relationships is higher (511 concepts and 923 relationships on average per archetype)
Results
Evaluation of the minimal segments
as they contain additional portions of SNOMED CT related to the archetypes.
Segment-based services
In this section, two SNOMED CT segments-based services are presented.
These services exploit the extracted segments to support better management and user navigation in archetype repositories. 
Semantic comparison of archetypes
This service
4 aims to help archetype users and modelers to find overlapping or related archetypes. The service works as follows. The user selects a clinical archetype, and then its enriched segment is compared to the other segments into the repository, searching for shared concepts or related concepts (via hierarchical or logical relationships). The service returns the set of archetypes, whose segments contain some concept overlapped with or related to the query archetype. On one hand, if two segments contain common concepts, the corresponding archetypes will have some overlapping content, which is not desirable in the openEHR approach. On the other hand, if there are logical or hierarchical SNOMED CT relationships between concepts of two segments, the corresponding archetypes will be semantically related. Fig.   8 shows an example of how the service works when the user use it to query about the archetype baby observations. Among other findings, the service detects that the archetype faeces is partially overlapped to the archetype baby observations, due to their corresponding segments share the concept stool observable. These archetypes use different terms to describe the concept stool observable: the archetype faeces uses the term faeces, whereas the archetype baby observations uses stool. In these cases, keyword-based methods cannot efficiently match these terms and thus cannot detect the overlappings between archetypes. Moreover, keyword-based methods cannot exploit ontology relationships to detect semantic connections between archetypes. 
Semantic search in archetypes
The goal of the second implemented service 5 is to find archetypes related to a given medical term, such as a specific disease or an observation. The tool accepts query terms in free text and it uses a text search and indexing library called Lucene [37] in order to: (1) transform both query terms and SNOMED- and other logically related concepts. Fig. 9 illustrates an example for the term tachycardia. First, Lucene [37] obtains a ranked list of equivalent SNOMED CT concepts. Second, we assume that the user selects the two highest scoring concepts by Lucene: tachycardia (finding) and tachycardia (disorder). Third, the tool searches the both concepts in all the segments and it returns the following archetypes: heart rate, apgar score and blood pressure. The segments of the two first archetypes include the concept heart rate (observable entity), which is logically related to the concept tachycardia (finding) in SNOMED CT; and the segment of the archetype blood pressure covers the concept blood pressure (finding), which is a neighbor of the concept tachycardia (finding) in SNOMED CT hierarchy.
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Figure 9: Example of how the service works when a user use it to find archetypes related to the term tachycardia.
Evaluation of semantic search across archetypes
The main goal of this evaluation was to test our initial hypothesis, that is, semantic search can improve management and user navigation in clinical archetypes repositories, compared to keyword-based search. With this objective in mind, the keyword-based service supplied by the OpenEHR repository [24] offered us a benchmark to evaluate the enhancement of performance.
However, from the 25 clinical archetypes of this study (all them selected from the NHS repository [25] , see section 3.8), only 16 of them had its equivalent archetype in the openEHR repository [24] . Hence, the effectiveness of the retrieval system was evaluated using a test collection of the 16 clinical archetypes included in both repositories.
For the experiment setup, we analyzed which search terms would have a significant impact on the results, and what the desired result of the queries should be. First, to choose the most suitable set of queries to search archetypes, we considered that terms from medical dictionaries often used by clinicians could be a valuable source. The dictionaries MediLexicon [43] and MedlinePlus [44] were the source to extract a significant number of relevant query terms with enough granularity for searching the selected 16 archetypes. MedlinePlus contains over 900 health topic pages in English, whereas MediLexicon provides over 100,000 medical terms, which can be accessed quickly and easily. For the purpose of this study, we manually checked the two dictionaries and selected the first 55 terms addressing some topic on the 16 archetypes. The queries were processed using our semantic search system and the keyword-based retrieval system provided by the openEHR repository [24] in the two main operation works (OR and AND ). The OR operator retrieves the archetypes that include at least one of the query words, whereas the 26 AND operator retrieves the archetypes that contain all the query words.
Both systems were evaluated using two standard metrics:
(a) recall: the fraction between the number of successful queries and the total number of queries. Successful queries are those that return at least one very relevant archetype.
(b) precision: the fraction between the number of queries that return only relevant archetypes (according to the results generated by the medical expert) and the total number of queries with returned archetypes. Table 2 shows the results of the query execution on both systems. Detailed results for each query and retrieval system can be consulted in the supplementary material. Semantic search achieved 97.4% precision and 69.1% recall, whereas the keyword-based system (using OR and AND operators) reached 95.5% and 80.0% precision and 40.0% and 9.1% recall, respectively. Therefore, our approach provides a substantial improvement of recall (more than 70%) compared to the keyword-based system (AND operator) and a slight improvement in precision (2%).
We have found that the extraction of enriched segments is essential to improve recall. Looking at each of the used techniques in our method, we identified that mapping techniques (without modularization) allowed us to obtain 6 successful queries (11% recall), downwards and upward traversal of the SNOMED hierarchy (section 3.3 and section 3.6) provided 12 new successful queries, traversal through attribute relationships (section 3.3) enabled 6 new successful queries, and neighborhood (section 3.7) produced 14 successful queries.
In addition, since our search system reached a high recall without sacrificing the precision, it can be concluded that the segments suitably represent the semantic content of archetypes and hence, the extension incorporated to the enriched segments is appropriate and sufficient.
Discussion
In the experiments, 25 minimal segments associated to archetypes were automatically extracted, reaching a considerable recall and precision, close to 70%. In some archetypes, such as body mass and head circumference, the minimal segments contain a similar number of concepts and relationships that the corresponding gold standard segments. In these cases, the precision and recall tend to be very high. In other archetypes, such as blood pressure and respiration, the minimal segments contain a higher number of concepts than the gold standard segments, so the recall is prone to be high, whereas the precision is prone to be low. We have found that, in these archetypes, the method generates the correct seed concepts, but also other less precise concepts, due to some terms of these archetypes are too generic.
For example, our method obtained the correct seed concept diastolic blood pressure and other less precise concepts: 24 hour diastolic blood pressure, invasive diastolic arterial pressure and non-invasive diastolic arterial pressure, from the term diastolic of the archetype blood pressure. Although the less precise seed concepts decrease the precision of the segments, they are closely related to the archetypes, and therefore they are also suitable candidates to represent the semantic content of the archetype. On the other hand, in several archetypes, such as postnatal mother and baby observations, the minimal segments contain a lower number of concepts and a lower recall than the gold standard segments. We have identified our method is not able to generate several seed concepts due to naming differences between the archetype terms and the equivalent SNOMED CT concepts. This issue has already discussed in previous works [27, 29, 34] . For example, our method is not able to obtain the seed concept excessive crying of newborn from the term excessive or unusual cry reported in the archetype baby observations. Therefore, the segments associated with this latter group of archetypes do not fully represent the semantics of such archetypes. Some improvements in mapping techniques (e.g. use of stemming, query expansion using synonyms or elimination of stopwords) could solve this issue.
Related work
Semantic interoperability
To date, several studies have contributed to improve semantic interoperability in the clinical domain. Some works [45, 46] , have proposed a transformation approach between different EHR standards at archetype level to achieve semantic interoperability. Other works have suggested using mappings between archetype fragments and concepts of standard clinical terminologies [29, 30, 31, 47, 34] . In the present work, all concepts mapped to an archetype are grouped into an SNOMED CT segment with semantic completeness, which can be used without the need to refer back to the base ontology.
Ontology segmentation
Several methodologies, such as PROMPT [9] , MOVE [48] and Seidenberg and Rector's research [7] , have been proposed for ontology extraction, producing self-contained portions of ontologies from a source ontology. Although, all of them share the notion of the transitive closure of a concept, only
Seidenberg and Rector's work takes advantage of meta-information about the ontology's semantics to further automate the extraction process and to produce a better segment. A more detailed comparison between these approaches can be consulted in [7] .
Sari et al. [39] used MOVE as a framework for extracting SNOMED CT sub-ontologies with the aim of representing the semantic content of archetypes. In the study, an expert user chooses the set of seed concepts.
That is, the method starts from a given set of seeds, as it is usual in ontology segmentation [7, 11] . However, in our study, seeds were not available. Therefore, a set of mapping techniques [34] were applied to automatically map archetype terms to SNOMED CT concepts. Specifically, the present study Recently, López-García et al. [11] have proposed to extract SNOMED CT subsets to annotate cardiology discharge summaries. Subsets were extracted using four graph-traversal heuristics and one logic-based technique, and were subsequently filtered with frequency information from MEDLINE.
They found that ontology modularization provides valuable techniques, however the resulting subsets grow as seeds spread across subhierarchies, yielding a very low precision and a high subset size. Using graph-traversal techniques, the average subset size ranged from 17% to 51%, in relation to full SNOMED CT. In our work, the developed graph-traversal technique extracts more manageable subsets, as the average subset size is less than in relation to full SNOMED CT. Possible reasons for this difference in the subset size are: (1) we have applied filters in order to extract only the most relevant subsets (see section 3.3), (2) the seeds of an archetype are not scattered in many subhierarchies as we suppose the information of an archetype is often closely related.
Semantic search in Electronic Health Records
Recently, some studies have used biomedical ontologies to explore semantic search in the clinical domain. Koopman et al. [4] proposed a novel approach to searching EHRs, which is based on concept matching instead of keyword matching. First, both queries and documents were transformed into SNOMED CT concepts, using the UMLS Metathesaurus. Then, document retrieval is carried out by matching SNOMED CT concepts. Evaluation on a real-world collection of health records showed their concept-based approach outperformed a keyword baseline by 30% in Mean Average Precision (MAP). However, this approach did not take advantage of the extra information provided by the SNOMED CT relationships. On the contrary, our method represents a step forwards on the way to implement semantic search systems that make use of both hierarchical and logical relationships to improve the search results. Our experimentation on using these relationships for query expansion has been successful in the domain of clinical archetypes, where these are semi-structured documents. We took advantage of the structure and restrictions associated with the terms defined in the body section of the ADL files, and applying an ontology segmentation method, we were able to suitably expand query terms with almost no degradation in perfor-32 mance. However, the feasibility of this method in the domain of free text EHR documents still needs to be demonstrated.
Fernandez-Breis et al. [5] developed a system that allows for the manual semantic annotation of archetypes, as well for performing semantic searches.
The process of manual annotation of medical concepts in the archetypes is time-consuming. Therefore, we have proposed an approach to automatically annotate archetype with SNOMED CT concepts and then create SNOMED CT segments around these concepts.
Semantic comparison of archetypes
Lezcano et al. [30] found relevant intersections and similarities between the archetypes defined in the repositories. The work reported a computational approach that (1) allowed existing archetypes to be categorized by means of the Unified Medical Language System and (2) builded a graph connectivity measures that could be used for deriving associations between the archetypes. Following this approach, they built a graph measuring the connectivity among all archetypes jointly. On the contrary, our approach is oriented to discover the connectivity between pairs of archetypes. We use SNOMED CT segments instead of UMLS concepts to represent the semantic content of the archetypes. Furthermore, our approach aims to find overlapping and related archetypes to a given one. For this, our approach presents detailed textual information about the different types of semantic similarities and connections between an archetype and the other ones of the repository. In our segmentation algorithm, we assumed that when a concept is associated to a large amount of attribute relationships, all of these lead to too generic concepts, which are irrelevant to the archetype, and so none of them are included in the corresponding segment (see section 3.3). In our future work, when a concept is associated to a large amount of concepts, our method will try to identify the most relevant ones and keep them rather than throw all away.
Future work
We also will explore new structure-based techniques to improve the automated mapping process. These techniques will be focused on discovering new mappings between SNOMED CT and archetypes, comparing the tree structure of archetypes with the structure of relationships from the extracted SNOMED CT segments. Additionally, the methods described in this paper will be applied to the complete archetype repository, rather than a subset of archetypes.
Conclusions
Currently, the archetype repositories contain a long list of clinical archetypes supplied, in some cases, with simple keyword-based systems to search and navigate through them. The recall of these keyword-based systems proved to be significantly low, having a negative impact on the reusing of standardized archetypes and leading to the development of new overlapping and incompatible archetypes. A solution pointed out by some researchers [27, 28] is to develop more advanced search systems in the archetype repositories. In this paper, we have proposed SNOMED CT module-driven clinical archetype management system. The implemented prototype considerably improves the recall, compared to the keyword-based benchmark, thus showing an automated approach based on ontology segmentation is an feasible way for supporting management in clinical archetype repositories. 
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